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Reviewer's report:

- Major Compulsory Revisions
  1. The rationale for the study as described in the Background section is not clear. Please specify why this study is important, and what previous research it is being built upon. The aims of the study are clear but it is unclear why researching this area is important – Will it help us improve treatments for psychosis? Will it give us a better understanding of the disorder?

- Minor Essential Revisions
  2. Please review language used in the Abstract. For example:
  Under Results in the Abstract – ‘Interviews revealed the transformation of internal working models within the relation to a spiritual figure’ should read ‘Interviews revealed the transformation of internal working models within relation to a spiritual figure’.
  Under Conclusions in the Abstract – ‘The attachment theory…’ should be ‘Attachment theory…”
  3. Please review language used in the Background section. For example:
  “… by avoiding to feel the need for closeness or avoiding…” should read “… by avoiding feeling the need for closeness or avoiding…” (line 14)
  Remove “on psychotic patients” (line 24)
  ‘Unsecure attachment’ should be ‘insecure attachment’ (error also present in Discussion section)
  ‘Effects’ should be ‘affect’ (line 40)
‘Figure’ should be ‘figures’ (line 74)

4. Revise the first sentence under section ‘Coping with spiritual figures and other characteristics’. It is difficult to understand due to length.

5. The second paragraph of the Discussion introduces new literature (not mentioned in the Background section). I think the research on attachment and mentalization, and family communication and psychosis is better included in the Background section, and possibly linked to your rationale for the study.

6. See first paragraph of Discussion section ‘Attachment and trauma’ – second line should read ‘hinder us from’ rather than ‘hinder from’.

7. See second paragraph of Discussion section ‘Attachment and trauma’ – first line should read ‘attachment style’ rather than ‘attachment’s style’

- Discretionary Revisions

8. I think it would be helpful to orient readers by specifying the aims of the study in the Abstract.

9. I suggest using words for numbers less than 10 instead of numbers (e.g. 2/3 should be two thirds).

10. The multiple subheadings in the Discussion section makes it read more like multiple small studies rather than one study into attachment, spirituality, and psychosis. I suggest revising the presentation of points in the Discussion section so the information presented is more integrated, and linked back to the original rationale for the study (which needs to be clarified, see point 1).
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**Quality of written English:** Needs some language corrections before being published

**Statistical review:** Yes, but I do not feel adequately qualified to assess the statistics.
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